
Ombré Powder +
Microshading
Private/Group 2 Day
Training
Zadiya Baker Beauty Training
—————————————————————————

Group Class Investment: $1800 - Private Class Investment:

$2300

Included in your Group Training/Private

Training:

● Certificate

● Full training Kit

● Wireless PMU machine

● 1:1 Shadow day included (chosen

at a later date)

● Lifetime mentorship

● Live hands on training

● How to attract clientele

● Marketing tools
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● Social media mentoring

———————————————————-

Class Details
Join me in learning the latest eyebrow beauty techniques that can take your PMU business to

the next level. No license is required to take our class. Choose from small intimate group

classes or 1:1 training. This brow course is perfect for any beginner brow artist, as well as a

seasoned brow artist ready to enhance their current skills in the PMU industry. We have class

options for every student's best interests. I’ve trained under some of the best brow artists in the

industry and l am ready to share my personal knowledge, techniques, and secrets with you all!

Earning potential in this industry can make you 6 figures or more!! Be your own boss and make

your own schedule while doing something you absolutely love. There is no greater feeling than

making women/men feel confident while enhancing their natural beauty. Our class sizes are

small and intimate to ensure you get the most hands-on and personal experience during your

course. Class sizes are currently max 4:1 during (COVID-19.)

During the training, we will go over brow anatomy/book work (Day 1.) You will be observing the

owner of Zadiya Baker Beauty Zadiya on a live model (Day 2) performing the Ombre Powder and

Micro-Shading technique. Students will be working on practice skin during the group classes. If

you want to work on a live model, students do have the option to purchase the live model private

training course which includes the student performing the service on a model with the instructor

present and helping in every step of the way. All you would have to do is pay the difference in

amounts when you feel confident and ready to work on a live person. We’re with you every step

of the way!

$250 deposit is needed to reserve your seat by Zelle sent to zadiya.baker@yahoo.com. The

remaining balance is due the day of class in cash or by split increments of 4 payments powered

by Sezzle.

Please email for any questions: zadiyabakerbeauty@gmail.com

mailto:zadiyabakerbeauty@gmail.com

